
PASSEPARTOUT JH10 – JH12
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 2016

Congratulations on choosing this original Passepartout lamp, designed in 
2016 by Jaime Hayon. We hope you will enjoy using this product and follow 
these instructions to ensure correct installation. If you have any questions 
or comments, please do not hesitate to contact us by mail on:

info@andtradition.com

CONTENTS  
A - Lamp shade (box 1/2)  

- Distance ring
B - LED module (box 2/2) 

- LED module with terminal block  
- Protective plastic cover

Please read these instructions carefully and retain them for future reference to ensure  
that the lamp is used correctly. For your own safety, please study each step of this  
instruction manual first. &tradition is not responsible for any faults or damages caused  
by not following these instructions correctly. Do not modify this lamp in any way.

SAFETY  PRECAUTIONS
- Dispose of plastic bag from packaging and do not allow children to play with it.
- Keep product well out of children’s reach.
- The lamp is only intended for interior use.
- Lamp exterior gets hot after prolonged use.
- Do not attempt installation of product if you are not competent to do so yourself.
- Consult a professionally qualified electrician if in any doubt.
- Disconnect the electricity supply at the fuse box, before commencing work.

CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS
- Wipe surface of the lamp with a soft dry cloth.
- Do not use any abrasive cleaning tools such as steel wool, scouring sponges or  

stiff brushes.

USER INSTRUCTIONS
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STEP  1  
Use the terminal block inside the junction box to assemble the wires from the LED module 
with the wires from the power supply. Close the junction box and place it inside the cavity 
at the back of LED module.

STEP  2
Mount the distance ring and the LED module on the surface,using appropriate plugs and 
screws. Do not remove protective plastic cover until LED module has been properly xed.

Important! The distance ring can be left out if the LED module is installed directly below  
a power outlet.

STEP  3
Remove protective plastic cover, unlocking it by turning counter-clockwise.

STEP  4
Attach lamp shade to LED module, locking it by turning clockwise. Be careful not to touch 
the LED chips during installation.

220-240V - 50 Hz, 11.5W LED, 2700 K, 
CRI >90, Dimmable
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